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3 MIND-BLOWING HACKS TO
LEVERAGE YOUR PPC STRATEGY
FOR ADS ON FACEBOOK

INTRODUCTION
You turned to paid search to grow your business. You’ve seen results that you’re pleased
with, but you’re failing to convert a pool of visitors that previously came in through search.
You’re also likely ignoring a huge scope of qualified leads. If you’re limiting your business to
only advertising on paid search, you’re not even coming close to reaching your full potential.

If you’re limiting your business to only advertising on paid search,
you’re not even coming close to reaching your full potential.

WHY SOCIAL MEDIA?
Nowadays one of the first things an infant learns is how to swipe and unlock an iPhone.
Between our phones, desktops, and iPads people are constantly connected, and according
to BI Intelligence, Americans spend more time on social media than any other Internet
activity, including email!
But, what about your audience? Well, let’s look at the numbers. As of April 2016:
Facebook has 1.59 billion monthly active users.
Twitter has 320 million monthly active users.
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Instagram has 400 million monthly active users.
LinkedIn has roughly 100 million monthly active users.
Facebook is bigger than the largest country on Earth! Your audience is there, but with so
many users, how do you find then? Strategically using ads on Facebook is a guaranteed
way to get in front of the right people when they’re ready to buy.We’ve heard every excuse
in the book as to why AdWords doesn’t work, including “My leads don’t know how to use the
internet.” (Really?!)

BUT WHY SHOULD I PAY TO PLAY?
Good question. Back in the day Facebook was just a place for college students to connect,
plan parties, tell jokes, and share photos. Nowadays, the space is cluttered with parents
stalking their children, singles looking for love, and businesses promoting their products and
building their brands.
Having an organic social strategy is critical for the times when loyal customers are looking to
further engage with your brand, site visitors are looking for more information or investors are
trying to better understand your business. Unfortunately, none of these scenarios account
for the person that hasn’t had exposure to your business or the distracted shopper that has
forgotten about your products or offerings they previously discovered through search.
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Since the space is packed, posting organically and praying for results won’t get your social
strategy off the ground. Think about it, if you’re posting about your new clothing line on
Facebook, your un-tapped audience won’t see your ads unless you appear in their newsfeed,
which will only happen organically if one of their friends happens to like your brand or engage
with a post on your page (and with over 1 billion active users, this is unlikely!).
Moral of the story is that there is a huge opportunity to expand your audience and
re-connect with past visitors with ads on Facebook to entice them to convert, but…

WHERE TO START?
Between Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, SnapChat, Instagram, Periscope, etc. where in the
world should you start?
There’s one thing we know for sure: your customers are clicking on Facebook ads. With
22 billion ad clicks per year, Facebook is providing businesses with the biggest
advertising opportunity since search. At WordStream, 85% of our new customers are
already advertising on Facebook or plan to start soon. Not to mention Facebook has an
insanely granular level of targeting capabilities, remarketing functionality, and other tools
to connect with the exact right people at the exact right time.

With 22 billion ad clicks per year, Facebook is providing businesses
with the biggest advertising opportunity since search.
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But, what about Twitter? Whilst the advertising capabilities are similar on Twitter, Facebook
attracts roughly 7x the engagement that Twitter does, according to BI Intelligence.
This is not to say that you shouldn’t advertise on Twitter, because several businesses
(including WordStream!) have seen great return from adverting on the platform. The problem
is, “if you don’t know what you’re doing you could end up wasting a ton of money,” says
WordStream’s Paid Acquisition Coordinator Brett McHale. Check out Brett’s step-by-guide
to using Twitter ads here.

HOW MUCH SHOULD I SPEND ON ADS
ON FACEBOOK?
Ads on Facebook tend to cost less than other
forms of online of advertising.
When getting started with advertising on Facebook it can be difficult to determine budget
allocation. The good thing is that ads on Facebook tend to cost less than other forms of online
of advertising (such as search ads on Bing and Google). But, how much should you spend?
This question is hard to answer since it varies per industry, audience size, and goals. Rather
keep these tips in mind to determine proper budgets for your business.

l Budgets are based on campaign. Set higher budgets for the campaigns of
		

highest priority.

l Start small to test out the effectiveness of each paid social ad campaign.
l When enough data is gathered, double-down on the campaigns that out-perform
		

the others.

l Get rid of any non-performing ad sets.
l Starting at $15/day for each campaign typically works to test the waters, but
		

keep in mind budgets are audience size-specific.
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l The larger the audience, the larger the budget you’ll need.
To shed some insight on budgeting I spoke with Brett to understand how he determined
budgets. “I ran a remarketing Facebook campaign for my sister’s small business and $5
a day was sufficient to reach 200 people that had visited her site in the past week,” says
Brett. “Her prospecting campaign however was targeting over a couple thousand people
and I put $20 a day for that.”

3 MIND-BLOWING HACKS TO LEVERAGE YOUR
PPC DATA FOR ADVERTISING ON FACEBOOK
So, you’ve built a Facebook page, agreed to Facebook’s Terms of Service, and set up your
billing, but what now? Between choosing which content to promote, building compelling ads,
determining how to properly allocate your budget, and putting your ads in front of the most
relevant audience, Facebook ads can be more challenging than a Rubik’s cube.

One thing you can do is leverage your paid search data and apply a similar strategy to
advertising on Facebook. Check out these 3 hacks to get started:
#1: The VIP Socializer
Quality Score is to search as relevance score is to Facebook. If you’ve been in the paid
search game for some time now, you are well aware that maintaining higher Quality Scores
is insanely beneficial to getting better results for less money. Quality Score is the mystery
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metric that takes into consideration factors such as an ad’s click-through-rate and relevancy
(keywords, to ad text, to landing page) to determine a score on a scale of 1 to 10, 10 being
the highest. If your Quality Score is above 5, you end up getting a discount for each click.
For instance, with a Quality Score of 9, you could end up in position 2 but still paying less per
click than the advertiser below you in position 3 or 4.
Facebook’s relevance score works the same way! Just as CTR plays a significant role in
determining an ad’s Quality Score, post engagement (think likes, shares, and comments)
plays the largest part in determining an ad’s relevance score on Facebook.

So, the hack is to become a “VIP Socializer” on Facebook by stealing the highest CTR ad
copy and creative from your paid search/display ads and re-purposing it in your ads
on Facebook. If you create derivative ideas based on the ads that resulted in your highest
CTR’s in paid search, it’s more likely than not that strategy will work across other platforms,
such as Facebook, leading to higher relevancy scores and better ROI on social. It’s a great
place to start!

If you create derivative ideas based on the ads that resulted in your
highest CTR’s in paid search, it’s more likely than not that strategy will
work across other platforms, such as Facebook, leading to higher
relevancy scores and better ROI on social. It’s a great place to start!
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#2: The Savvy Social Stalker
PPC search clicks add up! Especially the ones that don’t convert into customers. The number
one reason marketers get fed up with paid search is because they’re spending all of their
budget on a handful of clicks that never turn into customers, but the issue is not paid search;
rather, the problem lies in that they’re not taking measures to push these leads that come in
through search further down the funnel.
Someone clicked on your ad and visited your site. This is a good sign. We know they’re
interested at some level, BUT they need a bigger nudge. There are thousands of marketing
messages cluttering their tiny brains, so give your PPC leads a push by remarketing to
non-converters on search through social.
I like to call this technique “The Savvy Social Stalker,” because remarketing is creepy, but
it can become even creepier (and more relevant and effective!) when done through ads
on Facebook. Don’t remarket to every person who visits your site, but rather a smaller
percentage that’s most likely to buy.

Social remarketing differentiates itself from remarketing through
Google’s Display Network (GDN) in that you are able to get much
more granular with your targeting capabilities.
Social remarketing differentiates itself
from remarketing through Google’s
Display Network (GDN) in that you are
able to get much more granular with
your targeting capabilities. For instance,
you can remarket to visitors that came
in through search in a certain age
range with specified interests, job titles,
etc. Facebook’s remarketing through
customer audiences allows to get more
precise to go after visitors that are much
more interested and likely to buy your
products.
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#3: Cloning the Cream of the Crop
Who wouldn’t want to clone their converters? You probably didn’t think it was possible to
expand your audience even further, but the power of lookalike audiences on Facebook ads
makes this possible. Lookalike audiences allow you to reach more people who share similar
traits with your current customer base (think age, gender, and interests).

By “cloning the cream of the crop” you can combine the power
of lookalike audiences with your customers that have already
converted through search to find demographically similar
people to target on Facebook.
By “cloning the cream of the crop” you can combine the power of lookalike audiences with
your customers that have already converted through search to find demographically similar
people to target on Facebook. How do you do this? By using the conversion pixel from your
PPC landing pages, you can create a lookalike audience in Facebook to expand your reach
to a new audience that has a higher likelihood of converting, since their clones have already
converted.
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Moral of the story: start converting more leads into customers by combining paid search with
ads on Facebook to create a money-making marketing machine.

ABOUT WORDSTREAM
WordStream Inc. provides software and services that help marketers get the maximum results from their
online marketing efforts. WordStream’s easy-to-use software allows for more effective paid search and social
campaigns with the 20-Minute Work Week, a customized workflow that guides marketers through steps that
can greatly improve their AdWords, Bing, Yahoo, and Facebook campaigns, plus tools for call tracking, keyword
optimization, and more. WordStream also offers an award-winning free PPC tool, the AdWords Performance
Grader, which evaluates users’ Google AdWords accounts and provides valuable tips for improvement.
WordStream is a Google Premier Partner.
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